Please proof this chapter closely for context.

There were so many questions resulting from too much or too little being scratched out that it would have taken forever to note all of them. Therefore, I noted only the more glaring questions and used my best judgement on the balance.
Questions noted in red pencil on draft:
light pencil check in left margin on typed copy.

Ch. XIV

p. 2 li 9 (text p. 2) should "if" be deleted - to read:
"...determination - the"
p. 3 li 7 (text p. 2) The sentence was left dangling.
I completed it with the word "way."
However, since the line immediately above also says "different way",
perhaps a change to: "... is exercised
differently." would work better.
p. 3 li 4 (text p. 2) see text for changes I made
p. 3 li 5 (text p. 2) is "the channel" correct
(reading and/or spelling confusion)
p. 4 li 5 (text p. 4) changed "understand" to
"understanding"
p. 9 li 12 (text p. 4) is the word: "stake"?
p. 9 footnote (text p. 6) is this an article (underline)
(use quotes) or a book (underline)?
Delete one or the other.
p. 11 li 4 (text p. 8) "great contraction"?
p. 11 li 13 (text p. 8) Confusing sentence - did I pick up too many words, or too few?
p. 14 li 5 (text p. 10) shouldn't there be another word
added such as: "... even as (it/they)
decreased the..."
p. 16 li 3+4 (text p. 4) Two sentences begin
with "But". One or the other, or both, "but"
Social security legislation by setting a retirement age, as the act matured, reduced the number of older persons in the labor force.

Page 34 of text is missing. P. 35 begins with continued sentence. Therefore, I have assumed 34 should be in. On that basis I left a numbered blank page 39 and continued with new 4 from text p. 35.

*p. 35 le 4 from bottom (text p. 36) When beginning a sentence with a number, it should be written out. I did not change it, but could easily do so since it is at the end of a paragraph.
p.36 line 2 (btt p36) "... near term ... "?
p.38 line 2 (btt p38) shouldn't it say "12.8 million ... "?
p.38 line 6 (btt p38) see * p.35
p.39 line 6 (btt p38) As noted on draft, based on the balance of the paragraph it would seem that "... are counted as unemployed ..." would be correct, rather than "... as employed ..."
p.39 last line (btt p38) where to close first quote should it be instead "to suppose"? Or, "supposed ... to believe."
p.47 line 3 up to this point, "Social Security" has been written "social security" should be consistent upper case or lower case.